
[ blueprint for a superior lubricant ]

Spectro always formulates its winning products according to 
a set of strict, honest rules.   Our aim is to guarantee a hard-
working, high-quality product for our customers.  Spectro 
will never be just another motorcycle oil - it will always be 
the best available.

Many motorcycle oil producers including OEMs formulate to 
a minimum base line-this saves the manufacturer money, 
and explains why there are cost variances between brands.  
However, it also provides lower protection, often not very 
much improved from automotive oils.  Many times within just 
the first 1,000 miles a rider can “feel” a difference in clutch 
and transmission operation as well as motor noise: proof that 
these minimal base line oils have failed and are no longer 
protecting the vehicle.

We start with the highest quality ingredients, and buy them 
from the most reputable suppliers, because they have the 
finest labs, the most scientists, and hold the most patents.  
Spectro’s base oils, additives and bright stocks are supplied 
by Exxon/Mobil, Chevron, Infineum, Lubrizol -  all U.S. 
Corporations, all giants of the industry.  

We select the finest man-made molecules to meet the 
competitive and rigorous demands of the modern, high 
output performance engine, and that is why we formulate 
with the Group IV PAO.  It is stable, oxidation resistant, the 
highest and most durable synthetic base stock available.

Some competitors tout esters.  We agree esters give great 
lubricity and help increase fuel economy, and that’s why 
we use them.  But we actually blend them in combination 
with PAOs in our full synthetic and semi-synthetic products.  
So we get the benefit of the PAO molecule’s special 
strengths and performance  (after all, the world’s leading 
high performance oil blenders use PAO technology) in the 
challenging 4 cycle environment, but then combine that with 
the additional benefits of an ester.

Other competitors tout polar.  Truth is, all oils are polar.  
The race to “bond” to the metal surfaces (and thereby best 
separate and protect the contact surfaces from each other), 
is polarity at work and nothing beats a Group IV PAO in the 
polarity race.  Nothing!

Exceeds all known manufacturers’ warranty requirements.

we call this “engineered 
excellence.”  we’re proud 
of it, we excel at it, and 
no one offers you better  
lubricants than spectro.

 PAO BASE STOCK
 100% Pure Group IV  Full Synthetic

 DETERGENT  ADDITIVES
 Totally Suppress  Destructive
 Residue and Ash Formation

 PROPRIETARY SHEER STABILIZERS
 Exceptional Durability and Strength

 ANTI-CORROSION ADD PACK
 Shields Metal Surfaces from Wear and Pitting

our ingredients ensure:
• Smooth shifting

• Superior clutch performance - formulated to provide smooth,
 controlled acceleration combined with positive hookup for
 efficient power transfer through all gears.

• Cleanliness - maximum detergent additives.

• Catalytic converter compatibility.

• Corrosion protection: product designed to meet the rigorous 
 requirements for marine use typical of NMMA-FCW
 approved lubricants.

• Maximum gear and bearing protection under severe loads

• JASO MA licensed

• Made in the U.S.A. 


